


The U=U Global Summit 2022
This full-day summit featured over 50 internationally-renowned 
advocates, activists, researchers, healthcare providers and policy 
makers, brought together to empower and energize our global 
movement and to enable the transformative potential of 
Undetectable=Untransmittable (U=U). 

Across the seven 1-hour long sessions we explored how U=U greatly 
improves the lives of people living with HIV and accelerates progress 
toward ending the HIV/AIDS epidemic.  The interactive sessions 
included:
• Global best practices and innovations in U=U program and policy 

development;
• How marginalized communities have adapted the U=U message 

to serve diverse populations and settings;
• How to flip the U=U script between patients and providers in 

healthcare settings; and,
• The global challenges in advocacy and the law, and how the U=U 

message is dismantling HIV stigma, reducing health inequities 
and improving quality of life people living with HIV around the 
world.

The Details
28 July 2022 from 9:00 to 18:30 ET

Palais de Congress Montréal
Rm 517b and on Channel 4

24th Interna]onal AIDS Conference
Montréal Canada and Virtually

#UequalsUsummit22

https://congresmtl.com/en/
https://aids2022.org/


U=U Global Summit 2022 Outcomes 
Following the summit we conducted an 
online survey (n=119) and asked 
respondents to consider the themes of:
1. To BUILD capacity
2. To SHARE knowledge
3. To ADVOCATE for change

As well as the aims of the event:
1. Increase access to U=U acDviDes 

from around the world
2. Promote knowledge development 

and disseminaDon
3. Foster collaboraEon globally

The overall score of 4.5 as well as a score of 
4.5 for speakers and sessions indicates the 
U=U Summit was an outstanding success.
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Outcomes U=U Global Summit 2022 
Our objec*ves were to explore the following areas
✔ Innova&ons in U=U policy and programs    ✔ Highligh&ng people living with HIV, their voices and experiences 
✔ Research, promo&on and ethics of U=U     ✔ Implementa&on of U=U by healthcare providers

It was excellent- the programme, 
speakers, and the energy in the 
Summit that cannot be 
manufactured or purchased. Great 
work and feeling to be part of such 
a powerful movement!

I enjoyed sharing space with some 
amazing people the summit was very 
well organized and so informative and 
it was a great learning experience for 
me. Thank you!!”

On your marks, get set, we are ready for 
U=U POWERFUL & LIFE CHANGING! (still 
rings in my ears today)

Excellent curated sessions! 
Hearing about U=U across the 
globe, wow, just wow!! 
I see it s&ll trending a week aVer 
the conference. 

Amazing summit with fantas&c 
research and community 
presenta&ons on barriers to 
healthcare messaging. An 
inspira&onal and truly important 
event for community building 
and advancing our collec&ve 
work.

68%

24%

7%1%

HOW LIKELY ARE YOU TO ATTEND 
A U=U SUMMIT IN THE FUTURE?
Extremely Very somewhat not really



Summit Program
Proudly available in English, French and Spanish

https://ashm.org.au/hiv/aids-2022-uequalsu/
https://ashm.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/UU-Global-2022-Program-FRENCH_FA.pdf
https://ashm.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/UU-Global-2022-Program-SPANISH_v1.pdf


Summit Speakers Program Outcomes 
• 50 speakers from 21 countries 
• 54% identifying as women 
• 60% identifying as people of color
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WHAT WERE THE FAVOURITE SESSIONS?

Opening Session

One Size Doersnt Fit All

Let's get Clinical

Rapid Fire Case Studies

The Good Fight

Worldwide Views

Closing Session



Delegate Profile and Outcomes
• There were 575 pre-registra.ons from 73 different countries

• 54% iden.fy as someone living with HIV and 44% iden.fying as HIV nega.ve

• 69% a=ended in person and 20% a=ended virtually
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• 67% indicated they worked in community

• 26% in healthcare

• 10% in media

• 10% in government

• 82% of respondents 25-54 years of age

• 53% male, 39% female and 8% non-binary

• 44% heterosexual, 56% gay/bi/queer or other



Virtual Delegate Profile and Outcomes
• This summit was broadcast live to registered delegates and the first time that there was 

significant investment into providing virtual registrations. 
• On the day, there were 999 total views from around the world (882 unique viewers) with an 

average of over 100 unique viewers per session from 55 different countries

Data provided by the IAS

• 39% male, 60% female and 1% non-binary

• 77% of viewers were 16-45 years of age

Note: this report does not include the number of online 
views of the recording of the summit.
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Media
• 17 published articles mentioned the U=U summit 

including in advance, during and following the 
AIDS 2022 conference

• The event was supported by globally relevant 
media guidelines 

• Over two dozen social media tiles from individual 
speakers were formatted for Instagram, Twitter, 
Facebook and LinkedIn

• Our media partner +Life media captured the event 
as it happened

• Summit website page had more than 5,000+ views 
comprising 3,700 unique visitors from 91 
countries

• There were more than 47,000+ impressions on 
Twitter (average 1,027 impressions per tweet, 
engagement rate 1% - 17%)

• On the day of the event, there were over 300 
individual tweets sent 



U=U Sponsors and Partners Outcomes
The Summit could only have been achieved through the generous grants and dona6ons made by a 

number of program sponsors.
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Gilead Sciences

ViiV HealthCare

Abbott

MERCK

Public Health Affairs

Canada

Community Agencies

Businesses

We are delighted to be able to 

support this event. We feel it’s really 

important that this event acts as one 

of the catalysts and a con6nued 

momentum builder going forwards, to 

con6nue the U=U movement.

We are thrilled to support 

this event and look forward 

to hearing about the 

outcomes.

As a sponsoring agency of the 

Summit we could not be more 

pleased to have heard numerous 

times the impact U=U is making 

around the world at the conference.



U=U Sponsors and Partners
With 50 partners representing every region of 
the world - from multinationals, industry, 
research, academia, media, government 
agencies, community organisations and 
business.

• 25 Summit sponsors provided the funding 
and materials to ensure that the Summit was 
a success.

• 25 Summit partners provided assistance, 
guidance, representation and promotion.

Special thanks to ASHM, CATIE, ICASO, APCOM, 
PAC, THT and the IAS as the coordinating 
partners. 



U=U Summit Collateral Outcomes
Over 300 backpacks were provided to ambassadors for the global U=U 

movement. The Summit aimed to ensure that branding of 

‘Undetectable=Untransmittable’ was in both English and French 

respecting the bilingual context.

A unique logo for the event was created which incorporated both 

English U=U and French I=I in to the design.  The animated logo 

incorporating 8 different languages can be seen online at 

https://ashm.org.au/hiv/aids-2022-uequalsu/

A number of items that were produced including a large banner, multi-

lingual flags, and non-adhesive tape were planned to be incorporated 

into an anticipated public march which did not happen.

However, these items are still important to produce for public 

promotion.

https://ashm.org.au/hiv/aids-2022-uequalsu/


U=U Global Summit 2022 Key Recommendations

• Consider more “stories in advance” leading up to future events

• Be7er curate the program to reduce repe99veness

• Consider a specific U=U event at future IAS conferences

• Consider a scholarship program that can increase par9cipa9on both in-person and virtually

• Consider a shorter day and diversity of programming (i.e. workshop sessions as well as 
speakers)

• Consider making a global call for best prac9ces (i.e. abstract submissions) and establish the 
program and speakers sooner 

• Maintain the diversity of speakers – including genders, na9onali9es and sexuali9es

• Maintain the visual impact of the color purple and a single theme/call to ac9on

• Ensure that the recording of the event is promoted widely around the world when it becomes 
available to the public



U=U Global Summit 2022 and beyond
The U=U Global Summit set the stage for the U=U 
message to resonate across the entire AIDS 2022 
conference from the opening plenary, activist 
mobilization, satellite sessions, across social media 
and in the Global Village, the message of U=U was 
on the lips of all the delegates.


